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Location: 
Pirunvuori ("Devil's Hill")
in Ellivuori, Sastamala,
Finland

Description about the
environment:
Pine tree forest with
many rocks. Up on the
hill less trees and a
beautiful lake view to
the Rautavesi lake.

Instructors: 
Outi Kautonen
Anni Rainio

Course description 
"Calming forest, balancing yoga 
 and the Forestmind practices
are combined in one day trip in
Ellivuori. 

According to different researches
even short time spent in the
nature decreases the production
of stress hormones, drops down
the heart rate and the
respiratory rate, being also
beneficial for the blood pressure.

During this course we will find
grounding from the earth and
open all our senses to feel, see,
taste and hear the nature
through different practices that
are helping us to connect with
our mind and body.”



Sastamala, Ellivuori, Finland 

Sastamala



Task for the day: Breathing
in the nature
The course included Forestmind -practices
(http://metsamieli.fi/Forestmind-fi/), a yoga practice and a
snack break with tea enjoyed together.

Instructors Outi Kautonen (drama and Forestmind instructor)
and Anni Rainio (drama and yoga instructor) led the
workshop together. Participants were five women, between
27-70+ years.

The course aimed to help the participants to deepen their
relation to the surrounding nature and to find relaxation and
peace from the forest. 

The route was chosen to go through the pine tree forest up to
the hill of Pirunvuori. Ground cover was partly rocky and
challenging. On the way we had few breaks to explore the
Forestmind. Also some drama practices were included.



Observe one detail in the nature very closely. Smell, touch, see and also taste if safe and possible.
Describe your observations to the others. 

a moss and it's geometric patterns, 
a blueberry twig and it's geometrical patterns
a big pine tree which top was once eaten by an elk, 
a stone and thoughts about how many has been sitting on it before us

Standing meditation next to a tree,eyes closed. Participants were told to imagine that they were a
tree. Sharing the experiences: was part of the practice. We were:

a rowan, a birch, an oak, a tree who's roots were communicating with the fungi
Merging into the landscape: visualize yourself as part of the landscape in front of you. Turn your
viewpoint away from you as you were seeing yourself from outside, being one piece in the
landscape around you. Not separate but including.
An object of hope: pick a stone, a twig or anything (not growing) from the path and make a wish for
the next week. These objects were left next to a pond. One could share their wishes for the others.
Examples:

a wish for a lighter mind and heart
wishing to collect some spruce buds
a reminder of stability

Examples of what we observed: 



Anni Rainio instructed a forest yoga class.
The idea was that the participants didn't need to have any previous experiences in yoga. 

The practice happened mostly on the mat; on the back, on all fours, seated and on the belly. 



Backbending in the sunlight

"Let  your feet and toes feel the fresh air!"



an owl flying against a window, 
an arctic starflower (metsätähti)
an aspen
an ant
wind

Getting to know each others:
Choose one object/animal/element/phenomenon
from the nature that describes how you feel right now:
show with your body how it would move. Use a sound
if you want. The others try to guess what it is.
Examples what we had:

Beginning

an experience about letting go, to feel the forest
yoga practice outside
a snake and laying down on the ground
that tree top that an elk had eaten

Sharing the experiences in a drama landscape
One by one each participant walked in to the "scene" and
took a pose. The pose symbolized something they had seen
or experienced during the day. After all participants have
entered to the landscape, they leave the picture one by one,
starting from that person who first entered.
Our landscape was filled with:

The course day included also some drama. Drama exercises have many benefits to make thoughts, feelings and
emotions visible. They can help to express something that is challenging to put it in words. Playing and acting
together can bring people closer to each others and make them laugh! 





The weather was brilliant; it was a warm, sunny
May day. All participants were active, well
prepared with sun cream and mosquito repellents.
After the yoga class we had a snack break with
Chinese pu-erh tea that was served to everyone. 
 Each one had brought their own snacks with
them. Instructors were prepared with a first aid kit,
few blankets and extra jacket for cold. Also two
extra yoga mats were brought and a thermo bottle
of warm water.We had an encounter with a snake; 

a common European viper (Vipera berus)



“I would attend again”
“More courses like this”

“I know I will sleep well today”
“I work in forests. Now I got a new relation and perspective to the forest around me."

"I really liked the exercises and yoga on the hill was gorgeous"
"You were both really good instructors"

"Thank you for the course, it was so nice to attend"

In total the course succeeded as expected, 
based on the feedback from the participants.
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